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BY THE NUMBERS: GROWTH IN YIRA LAST YEAR



THIS YEAR



Total Freshman Signups



160



312



Information session attendance



60



100



Constituent Programs



7



8 + 1 pending



SCSY ASG Applications



8



16



New Haven students actively involved in Hemispheres (formerly called Outreach)



10



35



Yale students actively involved in Hemispheres



6



20



UNCSY (formerly known as IMSCSY) attendance



25



40



International trips



3 + 1 cancelled



5



Ad-hoc Model UN trips



NA



3



Trip participants/applications



23/36



54/87



MUNTY fall and winter tryout total



83



133



MUNTY conference attendance



2



3 (possibly 4)



Speaker event frequency



Semesterly



Biweekly



Board of Strategy and Operations applications



NA



15



International conferences run



0



2 (projected)



Yale Review of International Studies applications



NA



40



Fall Banquet attendance



40



76



Average YIRA dinner attendance



7



16



Average Happy Hour attendance



70



110



note: all translations of “Yale International Relations Association” on cover were written by native speakers who are YIRA members



LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT



Hello all, HAPPY NEW YEAR AND WELCOME TO 2011!



President Tantum Collins



We are excited to report that the fall of 2010 was a period of significant expansion for YIRA, and that we have even more planned for the coming months. As the organization has grown in membership, constituent programs, budget and intellectual breadth, we can no longer rely on word of mouth to notify our members, past and present, of these exciting developments. To keep you all apprised of the growth and changes from last semester and our plans for the spring, we have instituted the Executive Report, a semi-annual release with an institutional overview and updates from every branch.



INSTITUTIONAL OVERVIEW It was with great pride that we welcomed almost 80 YIRA members to December’s Fall Banquet. The near-doubling of last year’s attendance represented the culmination of a semester of vibrant expansion that has included the establishment of two new constituent programs, the creation of two international conferences, an entirely restructured community service program, a groundbreaking SCSY, a solid performance from MUNTY, exceptional international trips, unprecedented frequency of and attendance at YIRA social and speaker events, and record-breaking recruitment and retention numbers across all programs. In our first major addition, YIRA has created the Yale Review of International Studies (YRIS) - a serious scholarly publication dedicated to publishing both opinion and long-form scholarship on contemporary global issues. Editors-in-chief George Bogden and Ramon Gonzalez will publish the first issue in the spring. For the first time, Yalies will have the opportunity to submit essays written for class in the field of international studies for publication on campus. We have also welcomed the Board of Strategy and Operations (BSO), a newly organized committee for planning speakers events, running UNCSY, organizing parties and evaluating independent initiatives. Thanks to the hard work of Jharrett Bryantt and this year’s BSO, we have enjoyed an impeccably-administered, high-turnout UNCSY and roughly one speaker event every other week, while Happy Hours are more popular than ever. Finally, we are sponsoring a brand new conference in Prague next fall, Yale Model Government Europe (YMGE). Planning has been underway for over a year, and, if the first conference meets the board’s expectations, YMGE will be officially incorporated as a constituent program of YIRA starting in 2012. Our traditional branches are as strong as ever (as detailed the remaining sections of the report), and having become personally involved in every constituent program this year, I can speak to the fact that the organization is thriving across the boards. I can also announce that we have much to look forward to in the coming months, including a total overhaul of our online presence, a partnership with the Jackson Institute and a brand-new International Relations Symposium. Thanks to significant expansion and unprecedented levels of energy in the Association, YIRA at long last has an on-campus visibility that is in line with the size of the organization and scope of our undertakings - few undergraduates, if any, are unaware of YIRA. As much as we on the board would like to assume credit for this growth, it has only been possible thanks to the tireless work put in by our membership this year, and the foundation established by members, current and graduated, over the past 41 years. So we owe you our thanks for all that has been achieved, and we hope you share our excitement for the semester to come.



Tantum Collins, President



REASONS TO BE EXCITED



BRAND NEW WEB PRESENCE This spring, YIRA will unveil nine new websites - a homepage for YIRA and individual pages for each constituent program, catering to their specific needs - as well as a redesigned bulletin. Look forward to updates!



YIRA GOES TO PRAGUE (FOR FREE) With our newly-sponsored partnership with Yale Model Government Europe (YMGE), 40 YIRA members will have the opportunity to spend Thanksgiving break in Prague, all expenses paid, while running a conference that may become a YIRA constituent program SPRING BREAK, YIRA STYLE



MUNTY SCSYER AND MORE SUCCESSFUL THAN EVER YIRA staples are functioning in fine form: with a SCSY universally revered by delegates as the best SCSY yet, an upcoming YMUN with over 1300 registered delegates, the strongest MUNTY intake in recent history and a community service program that has tripled in size, YIRA traditions are charging full-speed ahead.



YIRA GOES TO BEIJING (ALSO FOR FREE) For the first time, YMUN has an official subconference at the WEMUN Expo. Several YMUN committees will be run this August at the lavish Grand Epoch City hotel in Beijing. All those staffing will be provided with round-trip airfare, room and board, and sightseeing tours of Beijijng and the Great Wall.



After running an election-study trip to Haiti during Thanksgiving Break and a trip to Ecuador to analyze eco-tourism over Winter Break, we look forward to sending our members to Cuba, the Balkans, Singapore and Malaysia over spring break.



YALE MODEL UNITED NATIONS



Secretary-General Kevin Hoffman



NEW TO YMUN 37 - Increased conference size featuring more schools from more diverse parts of the world, including China, Brazil, Colombia, Venezuela, El Salvador, and Jordan. - Delegate Ice Cream Social to enhance the student experience within committees. - Delegate Day of Service, aimed at exposing delegates to the service delivery side of the UN. - Yale guest speakers in committee.



In the weeks following the thirty-seventh Yale Model United Nations, I couldn’t be prouder of the job that the entire Secretariat and staff did to make the conference incredible. Massive efforts to increase numbers while still improving the delegate experience proved wildly successful; the weekend was a ton of fun for all those involved.



At its highest point, YMUN registrations reached 1350 delegates. For a variety of reasons – many relating to funding or the downpour of snow we’ve seen on the East Coast this year – our final delegate count was 1216, still a significant increase from the 1093 in attendance last year. Much of this increase came after our initial registration deadline in late October. After that date, we redoubled our efforts to contact schools and attract delegates, and it definitely paid off. However, we also brought in schools that have never come to YMUN. This speaks volumes to the improvements past Secretariats have made in improving our reputation in the high school MUN circuit. It seems that pure word of mouth has been a large part of our expansion.



From the beginning, my Secretariat and I had the main goal of improving the delegate experience, and we certainly hope our work in that regard will help YMUN continue to expand. YMUN this year featured an incredibly dynamic committee environment that drew rave reviews from delegates and advisers alike; everything from the improved quality and appearance of the topic guides to the moderating of debate saw marked improvement. We also for the first time this year welcomed several Yale faculty members and personalities into committees to speak, which the students absolutely loved. That’s an initiative that should be expanded next year.



In addition, we added new events to enhance the delegates’ ability to interact and bond outside of the more rigid committee setting. This year’s Delegate Day of Service, while unfortunately limited in terms of the number of participants, was a ton of fun and was the highlight of the weekend for many of the participants. As the group wrote letters to world leaders on behalf of Amnesty International, they also talked to their colleagues from around the world; a truly significant YMUN connection. The Delegate Ice Cream Social was another hit among students, and will hopefully be back next year – with improvements! I was overwhelmed by the positive feedback I received from all those involved in YMUN this year, but as always, there is room for improvement. Already, we are beginning work to redo the web site, which will provide advisers and delegates with a more streamlined pre-conference experience and improve communication between conference staff and all participants. In addition, the selection of the thirty-eighth Secretary General will come with an added emphasis on staff experience, a focus that, in my view, has quite often been overlooked in terms of conference preparation.



It’s been a great semester; my deepest, heartfelt thanks to all those involved with YMUN for making it phenomenal!



over



12 0 0



Kevin Hoffman, Secretary-General



delegates



$ 10 , 0 0 0 in surplus profit



“Thank you for an incredible weekend ... I am truly impressed with your conference and excited to come back next year” - Thank you card, Trumbull High School



“This year, YMUN was absolutely flawless. The committees were fantastic, the dais teams awesome - even the ice cream social worked out. I’ve done YMUN for six years and this was truly the best one yet.”



- Sibjeet Mahapatra, USG Committees



SECURITY COUNCIL SIMULATION AT YALE



Chief goals for SCSY 33 were, in a nutshell, to improve and expand upon what we had done well the previous year (professionalism, creative committees, and a great delegate experience), work to expand on other aspects of the conference (our delegate size/ conference attendance, external branding/image, staffer and dais team cohesion and dedication to the conference), and to find innovative ways to improve and brand SCSY. We also sought to change the structure of the Secretariat to improve the ASG experience and capitalize on the skills and talents of our ASGs - a traditional shortcoming of SCSY. After extensive preparation, it was wonderful to see people thoroughly enjoy the conference - head delegate responses and end-of-conference evaluations were the most positive we’ve ever seen, with 16 of our 18 committees being referred to by at least one of their delegates as the best committee in their model UN career. We also found more efficient means of production and cut our costs 18% while maintaining and in some cases improving product and event quality.



2010 Sec-Gen Dahlia Mignouna



As in every year, there were things we did very well, some of which even exceeded our expectations and goals, and things that we could certainly have improved upon and should focus more on in the future. Generally speaking, we accomplished or did a great job towards achieving the goals I had in terms of professionalism, the quality of committees, improving the delegate experience, increasing innovation, and fully taking advantage of our ASGs. Although we initially seemed to be progressing well on expanding conference attendance (and actually registered enough delegates to necessitate increasing the number of positions in each committee), we experienced a great deal of last minute delegate drops and absences. This problem (last minute delegate or delegation drops, as opposed to problems in initial registration numbers which SCSY 32 faced) is one of the major issues we will focus on preventing and dealing with ahead of time in SCSY’s future. The plan for SCSY 34 builds on the successes of last year, seeking to maintain the high level of professionalism and committee quality and innovation that delegates have come to expect from us. Moving forward, marketing and expanding our conference presence on the circuit will be a top goal - something that we discussed at last weekend’s secretariat retreat. We plan on doing so by increasing personalized marketing and communications between our target delegations and us. We will also aim to build on the outstanding committees of SCSY 33 - we have divided the work between four USG Committees (as opposed to three last year), with the goal of allowing for even more attention to detail. We plan on upping the ante and make every single one of our committees the best committee these delegates will attend, maintaing the levels of crisis and quality that have historically set SCSY apart from our rival conferences. We came away from SCSY 33 both satisfied with an outstanding delegate experience and ready to take SCSY 34 to the next level through marketing and branding that will build on the fantastic word-of-mouth and hopefully result in a jump in delegate numbers.



2011 Sec-Gen Mimi Wu



“The best committee I’ve seen in nine years of Model UN” - delegate, First Contact



“The most epic crisis update ever” - bestdelegate.com (Paradise Lost committee)



“I’ve never had more fun at a conference. We’ll be back next year with many more delegates.”



Dahlia Mignouna (SCSY 33), Mimi Wu (SCSY 34), Secretaries-General



- delegate, George Washington University



MODEL UNITED NATIONS TEAM AT YALE



MUNTY



2010 was a great year for the Model United Nations Team at Yale in terms of recruitment, performance, and team cohesion, and it set the team up for what will hopefully be a superb 2011. The year began with a strong advertising effort that netted 75 sign-ups for tryouts. The recruitment period saw the implementation of several new ideas, some of which were successful, including Old Campus canvassing and the appointment of Sophomores as Recruitment Chairs, and others which were not, including the mass e-mailing of the Freshmen and Sophomore classes. MUNTY fall tryout numbers were exactly equal to last year, though we had hoped to increase, with a goal of 100 attendees. We accepted six new members. The addition of the new recruits gave MUNTY 24 members entering its first conference, UPMUNC.



Head Delegate Eesan Balakumar



20092010



20102011



Fall tryout signups



65



75



Fall tryout intake



5



6



UPMUNC rank



2



2



Winter tryout signups



18



58



Winter tryout intake



2



6



Harvard rank



2



?



International conference?



No



Yes



Additional domestic conference?



No



Maybe



“It’s so exciting that we’re going to be traveling with a group of people who are so much fun and share such a passion for international affairs.” Demi Horvat, MC 2014



The team’s experience at the University of Pennsylvania Model United Nations Conference was relatively successful, given some of the unfortunate circumstances the team had to deal with in the run-up to the conference. Initially, the team had been registered to take 23 members to the conference. After a series of drops, most of which were unavoidable because of job interviews and family emergencies, we ended up with only 17 team members - very detrimental to our awards score since lastminute drops count as zeros. The issue of drops has been an increasingly prevalent issue for MUNTY. Currently, we are implementing new some policies to try to curb the high number of drops, though the efficacy of these policies will likely not be known until later this year after future conferences. Although the drops weakened the team’s position heading into the competition, MUNTY members performed incredibly and ultimately won the Outstanding Large Delegation Award. Perhaps the most promising results from UPMUNC was the fact that every new recruit won at least Honorable Mention, including one Best Delegate award and two Outstanding Delegate awards. Furthermore, 14 of the 17 MUNTY members won awards and reinforced MUNTY’s reputation for success on the circuit. In addition to the team’s attendance at domestic conferences, nine members of the team are planning to attend the WorldMUN Conference in Singapore City, Singapore during the 2011 Spring Break. The team has made it an initiative out of the trip to generate and sustain a working relationship with the Host University, the National University of Singapore, the school who is partnering with Yale University in the development of a liberal arts university in Singapore. The Spring Recruitment cycle was also incredibly productive. Through a strong canvassing and recruitment effort by the Fall 2010 MUNTY class, sing-ups for Spring Tryouts increased by 150% in comparison to the 2009 Spring Tryouts. Six new MUNTY members were chosen from these tryouts and MUNTY is once again looking very strong moving into the Harvard National Model United Nations Conference in February.



Eesan Balakumar, Head Delegate



“MUNTY has allowed me to meet a truly great group of people from all over the world and all types of personalities. The diversity of MUNTY is what makes it a truly special team.” Sebastian Serra, SY 2011



INTERNATIONAL TRIPS



Every year, YIRA offers its members the opportunity to participate in an international trip during Fall or Spring Break to participate in a project or activity that bears relevance to international relations or global affairs. Since their inception, these trips have grown from ad-hoc occurrences to a fully-institutionalized component of the YIRA experience, and this year was bigger and better than ever – we will have run a total of 5 trips across 4 continents, involving 54 YIRA members. Trips run this year include:



• Haiti Election-Study Trip (Fall 2010). Trip leaders: Alexandra van Nievelt and Dave Fils-Aime. Trip members travelled to Haiti to observe Haiti’s first presidential elections since the January earthquake. In addition to meeting with leading presidential candidates Mirlande Manigat and Michel Martelly, trip members travelled to local polling places while shadowing election monitors from the Organization of American States (OAS). The team was featured in local news coverage, and trip members wrote articles on their experiences for a leading Chilean newspaper and sold their images to CNN. The trip blog can be found at yirahaitielections.wordpress.com. See Yale Daily News coverage on the YDN site.



Vice President Bryan Kam



Key Accomplishments Unprecedented number of international trips



• Ecuador Ecotourism/Development Trip (Winter 2010). Trip leaders: Jenny Goff and Lorenzo Ramos-Mucci. Trip members travelled to the small town of Puerto Cayo in Ecuador to carry out hands-on development work and help work on local eco-tourism initiatives. Trip members helped create an English Visitor’s Center for the town, taught English and environmental education, and planted 3 community gardens. The trip blog can be found at projectoscar-winteroutreach.blogspot.com.



Record number of trip applications Institutionalized application process and schedule New information brochure for potential trip leaders



• Cuba Political/Investigative Trip (Spring 2011). Trip leaders: Eileen Shim and Patricia Alejandro. This trip will take place during Spring Break 2011, and will offer trip participants a rare, first-hand glimpse of modern Cuba. Trip members will be meeting with local and government officials, talking with students, and exploring several cities, including the capital Havana.



Comprehensive “funding sources” packet with sample funding proposals outlining potential resources for all future trip leaders



• Balkans Political/Investigative Trip (Spring 2011). Trip leaders: Vinicius Lindoso and Branko Backovic. Scheduled to take place during Spring Break 2011, this trip will travel through Serbia, Kosovo and Bosnia-Herzegovina, where trip members will be meeting with political leaders, NGO officials and community members to explore the issues of European Union integration, post-conflict reconstruction and religious and cultural diversity.



Institutional memory document outlining security and health measures and procedures for future trips



• MUNTY Singapore Trip (Spring 2011). Trip leaders: Eesan Balakumar and Frankie Costa. Trip members will travel to Singapore to compete in the 2010 WorldMUN Conference, cohosted by Harvard University and the National University of Singapore. Trip members will also have the opportunity to explore Southeast Asia and meet with local university students. It has been a tremendous year for YIRA’s presence abroad, and we look forward to a promising lineup of spring break trips.



Bryan Kam, Vice President



2009-2010



2010-2011



INCREASE



Trips



3



5



67%



Participants



23



54



135%



Countries



5



7



40%



Proposals



3



7



133%



Applications



36



87



142%



Subsidies



$11,500



$24,000



109%



FOCUS: ELECTIONS IN HAITI, ANGELS AND DEMONS AT SCSY



ELECTION HEAT IN HAITI



We would like to recognize the outstanding work done by the trip leaders and participants in preparing for the worst, taking every possible precaution and pulling off a tremendous trip. We all look forward to the upcoming exhibits and presentations and we hope that our spring break trips will meet with similar success.



After coming inches away from being cancelled by the board with every cholera scare, Alex van Nievelt’s election-study trip to Haiti proved to be one of the most i m p re s s i v e , w e l l - r u n t r i p s i n memory.



The team of nine YIRA members met with frontrunning candidates, worked with OAS, wrote articles published in a prominent Chilean newspaper and took pictures that were sold to CNN. 



They also filmed much of their trip and they are in the process of editing a documentary and setting up a photo exhibit that chronicle their travels. On a local level, we found the trip plastered as the headline story on the homepage of the YDN, and on a national level, the trip leaders appeared on the Bev Smith show, a nationally-syndicated talk show with 20 million listeners.



PARADISE LOST AT SCSY When YIRA members Eli Markham and Daniel Berenson proposed a MUN committee based on Milton’s Paradise Lost, many were skeptical. However, the pair submitted a detailed proposal that we thought just might work. They then outdid even our highest expectations, impressing us at every turn with creative crises, elaborate maps and a few dramatic guest appearances (God, satan, etc.).



The final product - an angels vs. demons joint crisis - was one of the best committees we’ve ever seen, garnering the following praise:



“As a senior whose been in MUN for the past three years, I have to say this was easily the best MUN experience I’ve ever h a d . I t w a s C R E AT I V E , INTERESTING and INSANELY FUN” “This is my ninth year in Model UN and this is by far one of the best committees I have EVER been on ... being on this committee was an EXTRAORDINARY experience.” “I can’t emphasize enough how impressed I was ... it was extraordinary.”



Quotes courtesy of bestdelegate.com



BOARD OF STRATEGY AND OPERATIONS



Over the last 4 years, the constituent programs that are now collectively administered by the YIRA Board of Strategy and Operations have improved substantially. Moving forward into its second semester, the BSO has also expanded programming with a clear vision and means for execution that will institutionalize the department for the long-term.



Events Director Jharrett Bryantt



Fall 2010 Achievements - Partnerships with Yale Law School and World Fellows Program - Event with Former Assistant Secretary of State - Event with Israeli Consul Gil Laine - 60% increase in YIRA Speakers Membership - 65% increase in Fall Banquet Attendance - 50% Decrease in UNCSY Spending, 50% Increase in attendance Divisions & Responsibilities - Bi-Weekly Happy Hours - Bi-Weekly Speaking Engagements - Publicity, Branding and Student Group Relations - Corporate Development - Conferences: UNCSY (Fall), IRSY (Spring) - Fall and Spring Banquets - Independent Initiatives



In 2008, the formal relationship between IMSCSY and MUNTY was dissolved, which made a spring IMSCSY conference untenable and made a negative impact on recruitment. As the 2009 IMSCSY Secretary-General Elect, I made elaborate changes to combat these obstacles, such as a name change to UNCSY, re-branding, and extensive restructuring.   In Spring 2009, the Speaker’s Committee was also undergoing a period characterized by very few events and severe budget cuts and scrutiny. During the 2009-2010 period, the Vice-President was overloaded with a number of seemingly extraneous and numerous responsibilities that were difficult to manage simultaneously, while the Secretary General of UNCSY was left underutilized after the conference in early fall semester. In response to these inefficiencies, an amendment was passed in April 2010 that merged the UNCSY SG, Speakers Committee Chair, all membership benefits responsibilities of the VP, and the Banquet duties of the treasurer into the CEO and Chairman of the YIRA Board of Strategy and Operations. My department consists of Chief Marketing, Strategy, Operations, and Communications Officers as well as three sub-departments. The BSO fills the gaps within the YIRA leadership structure, which has resulted in an overwhelming amount of success and efficiency in operations. I’ve overseen, implemented and planned nearly two dozen events. In addition, I’ve doubled UNCSY attendance and slashed delegate attrition in half by proposing and structuring what would become known as ‘Ad Hoc Model UN Domestic Trips,’ for which UNCSY is a prerequisite. The ‘Speaker’s Committee’ still exists under the new structure as ‘YIRA Speakers,’ a sub-department of the BSO that is managed jointly by the CEO and CCO. Not only has YIRA Speakers grown to include over ten enthusiastic members this semester, but also active efforts have been made to arrange events with Yale professors and professionals outside of the University. The fall banquet was a resounding success as well; over 90 YIRA members RSVP’d compared to 50 in the previous year. Under my leadership, new events are executed on a weekly basis, in addition to bi-weekly Happy Hours, a banquet, a Model UN conference, and numerous meetings to facilitate new on campus partnerships with YIRA. The BSO also has firm plans to improve and expand YIRA in the coming semesters. Aside from UNCSY and YIRA Speakers, BSO programming will eventually include a development department that focuses on fundraising and alumni relations. The 2010-2011 BSO founded and will execute the inaugural “International Relations Symposium at Yale,” which will provide a free enrichment forum for high school students to discuss international affairs and listen to lectures by distinguished speakers. There are also over half a dozen officially planned events for the Spring ‘10 semester, including a conversation with General Stanley McChrystal, and 7 more are currently being arranged.   While proud of its prior accomplishments, the BSO must now highly prioritize and overcome the challenges that will be presented in the next semester.  Preparations are already underway as the BSO braces for a new promising, yet rigorous, term.



- Internal management consultancy



Jharrett Bryantt, Events Director and CEO of the BSO



HEMISPHERES (formerly Outreach)



The YIRA Outreach program has undergone a complete reformation and revitalization from a change in name to a structural transformation. Last year, the program formerly had a very limited impact due to poor organization. In the past, five teachers would gather in the same classroom with around ten New Haven students. The lesson plan would have been devised the previous day over an informal lunch meeting and would be delivered on a largely improvised basis. Additionally the students, who compete in YMUN, would not be informed of their country and topic assignments until about two weeks prior to the competition. Many felt unprepared and even embarrassed at the event, making the whole experience far less enjoyable than the Yale organizers hoped. Furthermore, the Outreach program, despite being unique on campus, was relatively unknown and did not benefit from the community service resources available to many other groups. This year, Hemispheres was divided into two organizational teams: educational and administrative. The administrative team handles recruitment, website design, event planning, publicity and other logistical issues intended to ensure the classroom runs smoothly. Members of the administrative team are not required to attend weekly classroom meetings. The educational team consists of teachers, each with a different required level of commitment to the program, which is useful to have established given Yalies’ busy schedules. Specialists are required to be in class every week, while seminar leaders and crises managers only need to attend on their specific teaching days. Finally, a new mentor program will set up YIRA members with New Haven students so that they can learn more about the international relations opportunities on Yale campus. An application process (and even a teacher audition) for the YIRA members interested in participating in Hemispheres actually increased interest in the group, raising the total Hemispheres membership from around five regular members to 20. A student application, and more aggressive recruitment, increased New Haven participation from around ten students to over 30. The larger classroom has made the program more noticeable – especially to important groups that have been useful in strengthening Hemispheres like the Office of New Haven Affairs, U.S. Grant, and Dwight Hall, of which Hemispheres is in the process of becoming a member (though effectively and administratively it will still be an exclusively YIRA program). Finally, we are entering YMUN the most prepared we have ever been: coordination with and encouragement from the YIRA board and community ensured that the students knew their positions and what was expected of them well in advanced. Hemispheres has morphed from a token program with little substance into a serious, important, and energetic educational outlet for both Yale and New Haven students, and I am proud to have had a hand in this powerful transition.



Sarika Arya, Director of Hemispheres



3 0 2 0 students



volunteers



“This was my first year at Hemispheres and I loved it. It was a great class ,that was taught by great teachers, who helped me understand and learn about the United Nations and foreign affairs.” - Christopher Walker, 8th Grader at Elm City Middle School



Director Sarika Arya



“I am amazed with the progress of our students... They grew from learning simple geography to speaking to groups on issues such as poverty, development, identity, and human rights. Teaching this engaged group of students reminds me why I became a student of international affairs... I am amazed with the growth of the Hemispheres program. As always, Hemispheres costs nothing to our students, and we pride ourselves on the opportunities we provide to students who otherwise would have few avenues to expand their horizons” - Peter Sack, SM



“It's great to see the kids get excited about international relations and issues around the world, and knowing that we're helping to engage them in something that they may obviously not have the opportunity to participate in otherwise.” - Lacey Gonzales, TD



FINANCIAL UPDATE



The Fall 2010 semester has seen a significant shift in the way YIRA conducts its financial affairs. I have improved YIRA’s management of financial resources and carries record-keeping, and I am pleased to report that several important new policies have ensured that YIRA’s finances are in better shape than ever! I will outline the changes and improvements instituted this past semester and share some exciting financial data.



Treasurer Filip Savatic



PROJECTED INCOME



Looking back at the Fall 2010 semester, I am most proud of dramatically increasing the amount of available information regarding past allocation of YIRA funds. Specifically, prior to the start of the semester, I conducted an extensive analysis of YIRA’s financial history and the financial data of the 2009-2010 school year, and I presented my findings in a comprehensive budgetary report. This analysis led me to simplify the way in which YIRA budgets are written by creating understandable categories through which to label expenses and income - something that greatly eased the process of establishing prospective budgets for YIRA’s subsidiary departments. As a result of this streamlining, discussions regarding YIRA’s financial issues and allocation of YIRA funds took far less time and engendered significantly less debate than in previous years. The Board concluded its discussions regarding the allocation of funds for the 2010-2011 school year within a week, and quickly moved on to address more substantive issues facing the organization. I have continued to maintain close records of income and expenses, and to regularly update the Board regarding financial developments. I have also spearheaded a variety of efforts to increase accountability, transparency, and efficiency with respect to YIRA’s finances. Most notably, I have:



(1) Established an alert system whereby I am notified by email with every purchase of



over $125 made with a YIRA debit card, or when a check for over that amount is deposited by a recipient. These alerts allow me to, when necessary, immediately inquire into who made a particular purchase and for what purpose.



(2) Improved efficiency by ensuring that I regularly receive checks and cash from PROJECTED EXPENSES



appropriate Board or Secretariat members and that I frequently deposit YIRA income in the bank. This has reduced the time that YIRA funds are in the possession of any YIRA member and has reduced the potential for the loss of money and income due to negligence or accident.



(3) Implemented a new reimbursement policy which requires individuals to fill out a



“Reimbursement Request Form” and to attach it to a receipt pertaining to the expense for which they would like to be reimbursed prior to receiving a check from YIRA. This policy facilitates record-keeping, and ensures that both I and future treasurers ask for receipts prior to writing reimbursement checks.



(4) Begun to research possibilities for establishing a student endowment for YIRA, or investing the Association’s nearly 64,000 dollars in savings.



(5) Improved the Association’s understanding of Chase Bank policies, allowing YIRA to now avoid fines and benefit from rewards points earned on debit purchases.



This past semester has truly seen significant improvements in the managing of YIRA’s finances - improvements which will have a lasting positive impact on the Association. The upcoming semester will see the Board both build on this successes and continue efforts at finding ways to capitalize on YIRA’s vast savings.



Treasurer, Filip Savatic



ORGANIZATIONAL UPDATE



A successful Secretary should facilitate the flow of information from the Executive Board to the membership in attention grabbing, clearly descriptive ways. This semester I sought to improve on the efficiency of our marketing and find new methods to spread information to the entire membership. It has been quite an experience learning html coding on the fly and using new my knowledge of website maintenance with Hemispheres and YMUN, as well. Hopefully you have noticed some of these changes throughout the past semester and believe them as successful as we do. Our tried and true email system centers on our weekly bulletin delivered every Sunday evening. We advertise every event, every deadline, (almost) every meeting we sponsor that week. It is by far our most important email that we hope every member reads, but only a third of the membership routinely reads the. Although that number is incredibly high for club with nearly 1,000 members, I want to ensure all members receive access to this significant. Exploring other venues outside the weekly bulletin, I have begun using other forms of email marketing, Facebook alerts, and poster campaigns. I send same day reminder emails for events to increase last-minute attendance and two-day reminder emails for applications to allow people to start and complete applications. We also cross list our events in the Yale College Council bulletin and individual college emails when we cohost events outside the normal YIRA membership. To prevent solely relying on emails, the BSO has taken to creating Facebook events for their speaking engagements. We do not use Facebook messaging as we see it as an alternative way to spam people, and we only want to send information to interested members. We use a mix of physical flyers around campus and digital Facebook ads to advertise our events in simpler, more colorful manner. The other main concern about the efficacy of the bulletin is its layout design. With an organization as large as YIRA, our bulletin naturally regularly has six to ten articles. The former layout with a centered block style design made our bulletin very bottom heavy and long. Although I post the most pertinent information at the top of the bulletin, many people stop reading the bulletin before they receive all the information they desire. To streamline our design I have condense all articles to time facts and a short description. I also made a relatively simple change to decrease the size of the photos that significantly decreased the length of the bulletin. I launched this minimalist revamp of the bulletin at the beginning of the fall semester, but I have a completely new design to launch with our new website and online overhaul. Be sure to read your bulletins to the end to learn all about YIRA’s events for the week, and feel free to offer any suggestions about ways to make the bulletin less omnibus and more approachable. As YIRA grows, we must devise increasingly effective ways to disseminate information about the organization, be it via an alumni connection initiative or a redesigned bulletin. I look forward to experimenting with a few new mediums this coming semester to raise our communicative abilities to be in line with our increased campus presence.



Marjorie Berman, Secretary



Secretary Marjorie Berman
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